
Wing Span:66.9in/1700mm;Flying Weight:3000g;

    CAUTION : this plane is not a toy!
    Before use , please carefully read this manual.

      ●First-time builders should seek advice from people having building

experience in order to assemble the model correctly and to produce its

      ●Assemble this kit only in places out of children’s reach!

      ●Take enough safety percautions prior to operating this model.

You are responsible for this model’s assembly and safe operation!

      ●Always keep this instruction manual ready at hand for quick

reference,even after completing the assembly.

Radio:4channels 5servos;Wing Area:50sq.dm;

Length:57in/1450mm; Engine:2cycle 60 or 4cycle 91

performance to full extent . 



Cut away covering film for 

the servo.

KIT CONTENTS

AILERON SERVO INSTALLATION



Glue the servo to prepared 

servo plywood,then put the 

servo into the servo hole.   

Pull out the servo extention

from main wing.

Fixup the servo by the screws,

then adjust the horn and servo

arm.

Fix the horn in place firmly.



Find out the horns in each 

sides of the fuselage,

then cut the film.

Insert the joiner into the 

fuselage,and find the left 

and right main wing in the 

right position.

Fasten the wings by the

screws provided.

Pull the servo extentions

into the fuselage from the 

main wing.

MAIN WING INSTALLATION



Find and cut the hole for 

stabilizer. 

Find and Cut the hole for 

vertical tail.

Find and cut the hole for

elevator servo.

ELEVATOR & RUDDER SERVO INSTALLATION



Cut away the film along the 

edges. 

Glow the stabilizer to 

the fuselage.

ADJUSTMENT



Cut away the film for the 

rudder servo.

Cut the hole for hinge

assembly.

Screw the tail landing gear

to the tail wheel by the 

screw provided.

TAIL WHEEL INSTALLATION



Insert the tail wheel into 

the vertical fin as shown.

Insert the Vertical Fin to 

the tail fuselage.

Install the tail wheel and 

fasten the presser of the 

tail wheel to the stabilizer 

by screws.



Connect the control horn to 

the linkage of the servo.

Assemble the elevator control 

horn.

Assemble the other side 

elevator servo as shown.



Assemble the rudder control 

horn.

Screw the wheel to the 

landing gear.

Be assured that the screw 

is fixed up.

Install the wheel cover,

and fix it up to landing

gear with TP screw.

MAIN LANDING GEAR INSTALLATION



Fixup the landing gear 

strut to fuselage with 3 

bolts.

Line up the template with the 

firewall thrust lines and

mark the location of the 

engine mounting holes.

Use a drill to dill the 

engine mounting holes.

If use 4cycle 91 size.

Install the engine mount  

on both sides with four 

3mm screws.

ENGINE INSTALLATION



If use 2cycle 60 size.

Use the same method to this 

size engine.

Install the trottle servo 

as shown.

Install the fuel tank into 

the fuselage, and fixup it 

with belt.

FUEL TANK INSTALLATION



Fuel tank detail assembly

picture as shown.

Install the elevator and 

rudder servo and throttle

into fuselage as shown.

Install the cowling with 

4pcs TP screws.

COWL INSTALLATION



Assemble the movable canopy.

Make sure it is securitly 

CANOPY INSTALLATION

CONTROL THROWS & CG POSITION





Another scheme for choice.
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